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BUSINESS AND DATA PARTNERS
LORYKA is a team of dedicated researchers monitoring and investigating emerging attacks,
advanced persistent threats, and the organizations and individuals responsible for them. The team
also develops research tools to identify, investigate, and track ongoing attacks and emerging
threats. Working with Loryka, we analyzed global intrusion and honeypot data collected from web
attacks on 21,010 unique networks over 2017.
PONEMON INSTITUTE conducts independent research on privacy, data protection, and information
security policy. For this report, we drew on results derived from two separate surveys of security
professionals, conducted on behalf of F5.
WHATCOM COMMUNITY COLLEGE CYBERSECURITY CENTER Special thanks to Seaver Milnor
and Christy Saunders, both members of the computer information systems faculty at WCC, who
performed an extensive review, analysis, and categorization of breach notification records filed with
the attorney generals’ offices in California, Washington, Idaho, and Oregon.

WHITEHAT SECURITY is dedicated to helping enterprises ensure safe digital experiences by
securing their applications. For this report, we cross-referenced much of the data collected from
sources mentioned above with WhiteHat vulnerability data.
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON TACOMA graduate students assisted with background research
and data source analysis as part of their Masters of Cybersecurity and Leadership Capstone
research project.
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Protecting Apps
in a Data-Driven World
We live in an age of applications. Most of us interact with dozens daily
in our personal and professional lives. The typical organization uses
765 web applications, and, on average, 34 percent are considered
mission critical.1
Applications are also the doorway to data. And since data is gold, applications are increasingly the
targets of cybercriminals. On average, the estimated loss for a business from a serious application
security incident is nearly $8 million. 2
F5 spent a year researching the integral role applications play in our world, compiling data about
the apps themselves and the threats they face. In addition to the 2017 F5 Ponemon survey, F5
Labs—F5’s threat intelligence and cybersecurity research division—conducted further research
with the Ponemon Institute, looked at data from the team’s internal datasets, and studied WhiteHat
Security vulnerabilities and Loryka threat data. We also worked with Whatcom Community College
Cybersecurity Center faculty to perform an extensive review of breach notification records in
California, Washington, Idaho, and Oregon.
What follows is a summary of our findings. We encourage you to read the full Application Protection
Report for in-depth exploration of the threat landscape, detailed research stats, and, based on those
findings, our recommendations for practical steps you can take to secure your applications—and
protect users and data.
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2017 F5 and Ponemon Institute security survey: Web Application Security in the Changing Risk Landscape: Global Study
2017 F5 and Ponemon Institute security survey: Web Application Security in the Changing Risk Landscape: Global Study
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Understanding
the app
APPLICATION TIERS AND THEIR
VULNERABILITIES
Most web applications consist of
independent components running in
separate environments with different
operational requirements and supporting
infrastructure. Any link in this chain can
become undone and lead to a breach in
security. We characterize an app as a series
of interacting tiers and sub-tiers because
each tier is a potential target. To evaluate
appropriate defenses, it’s important to
understand the individual attack surfaces.

An overview of the primary tiers of a typical web application:
app services, access control, Transport Layer Security (TLS),
Domain Name System (DNS), and the network.
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SERVICES TIER
The services tier encompasses three sub-tiers: server-side infrastructure, server-side frameworks,
and internal and external application source code. Although many attacks are designed to exploit
holes in the application’s code, it is often the server-side infrastructure, not the network, that is
the direct target of app layer-focused (Layer 7) distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks.

ACCESS CONTROL TIER
The application access control tier is the gateway that users pass through for authentication
and authorization. Applications can deploy access control in many different ways. Client
credentials often are stored in a database, or apps can leverage shared on-premises solutions
(for example, using a Lightweight Directory Access Protocol server). They can also connect to
single sign-on gateways.

TRANSPORT LAYER SECURITY TIER
The Transport Layer Security (TLS) tier provides encryption as network packets pass over
untrusted networks, like the Internet or Wi-Fi services, starting close to the web application
server and continuing all the way to the client. TLS ensures that attackers haven’t tampered
with the data in transit and verifies the application with a proper domain certificate from a
trusted authority. This tier includes the common HTTPS protocol, TLS, and even the outdated
SSL protocol.

DOMAIN NAME SYSTEM SERVICES TIER
The Domain Name System (DNS)—the address book of the Internet—is a globally distributed
service running on agreed-upon standards of operation. Clients connecting to an application,
and applications connecting to services outside their direct control, rely heavily on a functional
and trustworthy DNS. This tier includes all the DNS servers needed by a client and the app, as
well as the relevant registrars of those domains.

NETWORK TIER
Clients need to connect to application servers, which almost always happens over the Internet.
One of the most common protocols for web traffic is HTTP. In more security-savvy applications,
these connections are encrypted using HTTPS. The network tier also includes all application
network services, such as Internet service providers (ISPs) at Tier N, last-mile connections from
ISPs to their organizations’ premises, and Internet routing protocols.

APP CLIENTS
Most applications can run as servers in either physical or virtual environments, but they need
a client interface to push data to or pull data from users. The most common web application
client is the web browser. App clients also include mobile apps, which are often preconfigured
web browser interfaces for an existing web app. Apps and IoT devices can often call other apps
to push, pull, or process data. This is usually done via application programming interfaces and
application service connections.
4
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 Each tier of the application stack introduces unique vulnerabilities that attackers can
target. To secure an app, it’s important to understand the intricacies “under the hood.”
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Threats at each tier
It costs attackers nearly nothing to poke at an application service and see what they get out of it.
And they can do it around the clock.
With thousands of attacks striking the front doors of our applications every day, how we classify
those attacks can immensely improve our defensive capability. Attacks can and do happen across
all tiers of an application—sometimes to several tiers simultaneously. Below, we’ll explore key
findings from the full Application Protection Report.
When we look at application attacks, we categorize them as follows:

INJECTION ATTACKS AGAINST APP SERVICES
Injection attacks allow an attacker to insert commands or new code directly into a running
application to pull off a malicious scheme. Injection vulnerabilities (weaknesses that have not yet
been exploited) are prevalent. WhiteHat Security reported that those composed 17 percent of all
discovered vulnerabilities in 2017.

Security response
High priority should be given to finding, patching, and blocking injection vulnerabilities.

COMMON INJECTION ATTACK PATH

1

2

ATTACKER DISCOVERS
PHP VULNERABILITY
ON A WEBSITE.

ATTACKER INJECTS
CODE INTO
VULNERABLE SITE.

3
MALICIOUS
PHP CODE

CODE RUNS
ON SITE

5
PAYMENT CARD
INFO IS SENT OFFSITE
TO ATTACKER

4
CUSTOMER ENTERS
PAYMENT CARD
INFO ON SITE
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HOW UNAUTHORIZED ACCESS IS OBTAINED

34%

26%

COMPROMISED
EMAIL

UNKNOWN

9%

23%
ACCESS
MISCONFIGURATION

CREDENTIAL
STUFFING

5%
BRUTE
FORCE

3%
SOCIAL
ENGINEERING
CREDENTIAL
THEFT

ACCOUNT ACCESS HIJACKING
Breach records analysis shows that 13 percent of all web app

Security response

breaches in 2017 and 1Q 2018 were access-related. Some of the

Consider stronger authentication solutions for any mission-

top categories were:

critical application or for external applications over which you

• Credentials stolen via compromised email (34.29 percent)

don’t have full control.

• Access control misconfiguration (22.86 percent)
• Brute force attacks to crack passwords (5.71 percent)
• Credential stuffing from stolen passwords (8.57 percent)
• Social engineering theft (2.76 percent)

COMMON USER ATTACK PATHS

ATTACKER HIJACKS
ACCESS VIA XSS, CSRF
OF ANOTHER SITE

ATTACKER FINDS
CREDENTIALS IN
STOLEN CACHE

ATTACKER HAS
CREDENTIALS
TO USE ON SITE

ATTACKER
GUESSES
LOGIN

SITE HAS
WEAK ACCESS
CONTROLS

ATTACKER PHISHES
VICTIM TO STEAL
CREDENTIALS

ATTACKER
ABUSES THE
ACCOUNT

ATTACKER STEALS
CREDENTIALS
FROM EMAIL
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DESERIALIZATION ATTACKS AGAINST APP SERVICES
Serialization occurs when an app converts its data into a format for transport; deserialization is the
process of converting that data back again. These attacks are becoming more common because
applications are now networked clusters of sub-systems that require data-serialized communication
streams. Attackers embed commands in the serialized data stream and pass them unfiltered directly
into the heart of application engines.

Security response
Applications should scan and filter all user inputs, including serialization data streams.

DESERIALIZATION ATTACK PATH
01001
10011

1

2

3

4

APP INCLUDES
LIBRARY USING
SERIALIZATION

ATTACKER FINDS
A SERIALIZATION
VULNERABILITY

ATTACKER USES
SERIALIZATION TO
TAKE OVER APP

SITE IS
COMPROMISED

ATTACKS AGAINST TRANSPORT LAYER PROTECTION
With so many transport layer encryption standards (such as SSL and TLS 1.0) still in use, even
though they’ve been retired as “broken,” there’s an ongoing risk of eavesdropping or man-in-themiddle hijacks from attackers. Furthermore, 47 percent of organizations said they use self-signed
certificates, which reduces the trustworthiness and assurance of applications.

Security response
Organizations need to ensure all applications are running acceptable levels of encryption and have
proper third-party signed certificates in place.

SSLSTRIP MAN-IN-THE-MIDDLE
ATTACK PATH
SSLSTRIP
bobbank

GET http://bobbank

HTTPS://bobbank/login

HTTP://bobbank/login

PASSWORD: password1

Bob’s Bank
SECURE
SERVER

MAN-IN-THEMIDDLE CHANGES
HTTPS
TO JUST
HTTP
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DENIAL-OF-SERVICE ATTACKS AGAINST ANY COMPONENT OF THE APP
DDoS attacks can strike in many ways, sometimes directly against a discovered flaw in software.
More commonly, we see a DDoS deluge from numerous attacker-controlled devices, or thingbots,
that overloads an application. Even more dangerous is a hybrid attack that combines traffic floods
with pre-targeted assaults against vulnerabilities in application services. These attacks are sized
and custom-configured to manipulate web application infrastructure, stressing the site to its limits.

Security response
DDoS attacks are pervasive across all levels of the application tier. It’s critical that every
organization has a DDoS response strategy.

REFLECTION DDOS ATTACK PATH

SOURCE: VICTIM-IP
DEST: BETTY-DNS
“DNS QUERY: RESOLVE THIS...”

ATTACKER

BETTY-DNS
SITE

SOURCE: VICTIM-IP
DEST: ARCHIE-DNS
“DNS QUERY: RESOLVE THIS...”

SOURCE: VICTIM-IP
DEST: VERONICA-DNS
“DNS QUERY: RESOLVE THIS...”

SOURCE: BETTY-DNS
DEST: VICTIM-IP
“DNS RESPONSE: I DUNNO...”

ARCHIE-DNS
SITE

SOURCE: ARCHIE-DNS
DEST: VICTIM-IP
“DNS RESPONSE: I DUNNO...”

VERONICADNS SITE

SOURCE: VERONICA-DNS
DEST: VICTIM-IP
“DNS RESPONSE: I DUNNO...”

VICTIM
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A COMMON TYPE OF DDOS ATTACK WILL DELUGE
AN APPLICATION USING NUMEROUS ATTACKERCONTROLLED DEVICES OR THINGBOTS.
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SCRIPTING ATTACKS AGAINST CLIENTS TO HIJACK ACCESS
Cross-site scripting (XSS) is one of the most prevalent app client vulnerabilities. XSS attacks can
lead to stolen user credentials or hijacked access. Cross-site request forgery is another way
attackers trick a client into unknowingly running unauthorized commands on a website. Both attacks
involve a client app encountering malicious scripting code planted by an attacker somewhere on a
website.

Security response
Sites can help reduce scripting attacks by using web server options such as session cookies set to
HTTP-only and domain restricted, as well as setting the X-frame options to DENY.

XSS EXPLOIT PATH

1
ATTACKER FINDS AN
XSS VULNERABILITY

5

2

USER’S ACCESS IS
COMPROMISED, AND
ATTACKER NOW HAS
CONTROL OF THE
VICTIM’S SESSION

SCRIPT

ATTACKER CRAFTS
XSS TO STEAL A
USER’S ACCESS

4
VICTIM VISITS SITE
AND VIEWS HTML
WITH EMBEDDED
XSS ATTACK

3
SITE NOW HAS XSS
ATTACK EMBEDDED
TO SHOW VISITORS
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MALWARE ATTACKS AGAINST APP CLIENTS
Clients also are attacked directly with malware that hijacks the browser to sniff or intercept the
application authentication credentials. Although protection of the client device is something that
largely has been ignored to date, tighter data privacy laws, such as the EU’s General Data Protection
Regulation, are likely to come down on poorly written app clients.

Security response
Some web application firewall solutions can watch for suspicious connections by detecting
compromised clients and filtering their access.

1

CLIENT MALWARE INFECTION
ATTACK PATH

ATTACKER TRICKS
USER; USER’S DEVICE
IS INFECTED

2

5

MALWARE
WAITS FOR USER
TO ACCESS
TARGETED APP

USER’S ACCESS IS
COMPROMISED, AND
ATTACKER NOW HAS
CONTROL OF THE
USER’S SESSION

3
MALWARE STEALS
ACCESS SESSION OR
CREDENTIALS

4
USER VISITS
TARGETED APP,
TRIGGERING
MALWARE
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IN GENERAL, THERE ARE TWO TYPES OF ATTACKERS:
OPPORTUNISTS AND TARGETED ATTACKERS.
BOTH CARE ABOUT ROI.
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Now, the question on
everyone’s mind...
HOW LIKELY ARE YOU TO BE HACKED?
It’s one thing to be singled out for attack because your organization or application has been
specifically targeted. For everyone else, it’s really about how attractive an opportunity you are to
a cybercriminal. This means that the bigger your Internet footprint, the more applications you have
online, the more attention you will get from attackers.
In general, there are two types of attackers: opportunists and targeted attackers. Both care about
return on investment (ROI). But their goals and methods are different:
• Opportunist attackers keep their ROI high by keeping costs low. They use a spray-and-pray
approach to sweep the Internet looking for easy pickings. These attackers come at you with canned
exploits and known methods. If rebuffed, they quickly move on to the next target.

• Targeted attackers choose their targets carefully. Their goal could be espionage or a high payoff,
but it’s likely that once you’re in their sights, they’re coming after you. Less prevalent but more
motivated than opportunists, they will persist in their attacks, which is why they’re called advanced
persistent threats. Once targeted attackers have invested, they’re unlikely to walk away even after
being thwarted a few times.

BARRIERS TO ACHIEVING A STRONG
APPLICATION SECURITY POSTURE
(3 ANSWERS ALLOWED)

57%

LACK OF VISIBILITY IN THE APP LAYER

44%
43%
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LACK OF BUDGET

17%
11%
9%
9%
3%

INSUFFICIENT SOFTWARE TESTING TOOLS
NOT A PRIORITY
LACK OF EXECUTIVE-LEVEL SUPPORT
LACK OF LEADERSHIP
OTHER
0

20

40

60
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1
UNDERSTAND
YOUR
ENVIRONMENT

3
REDUCE
YOUR ATTACK
SURFACE

PRIORITIZE
DEFENSES
BASED ON RISK

5
SELECT
FLEXIBLE AND
INTEGRATED
DEFENSE TOOLS

2
PRIMARY APPLICATION
PROTECTION STEPS

INTEGRATE
SECURITY INTO
DEVELOPMENT

4

To be meaningful, your defense strategy must absolutely cover opportunist threat actors. And you
should have some kind of strategy for dealing with the targeted attacks. If you can’t stop them, at
least know when they get in and how you’ll clean things up after.
There are five low-difficulty steps that will have a high impact on improving your application security:

1. UNDERSTAND YOUR ENVIRONMENT
Know what applications you have and what data repositories they access. Sync with the developer
team to track down applications, future plans, and development environments.

2. REDUCE YOUR ATTACK SURFACE
Attackers will probe any part of an application service that is visible on the Internet for possible
exploitation.

3. PRIORITIZE DEFENSES BASED ON RISK
Once you know which applications are important and have minimized your attack surface, identify
applications that need additional resources.

4. SELECT FLEXIBLE AND INTEGRATED DEFENSE TOOLS
You need a good but manageable selection of flexible, powerful solutions to cover controls for
prevention, detection, and recovery from existing and emerging threats.

5. INTEGRATE SECURITY INTO DEVELOPMENT
It’s more efficient to avoid creating security vulnerabilities in an application in the first place rather
than to fix a newly discovered problem.

For more guidance around these five steps and how to build the appropriate defense strategy, read
the full Application Protection Report.
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TO BE MEANINGFUL, YOUR DEFENSE
STRATEGY MUST ABSOLUTELY COVER
OPPORTUNIST THREAT ACTORS.
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In conclusion
Building a solid application defense strategy requires understanding
each app and its areas of vulnerability, assigning an appropriate level of
risk to the app according to the value of the data it contains, and taking
a holistic view to securing applications based on their vulnerabilities,
threats, and level of risk. We encourage you to read the full report to
explore these core threat areas, understand their impact on apps in
more detail, and obtain practical guidance on building an application
defense strategy that works for your organization.
In the meantime, F5 will continue to investigate threats and risks to
applications and provide that information to you. Stay tuned.
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